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July 31, 1982/
August 2, 1982

Dan:

For a beginning I should talk about the nuke
race, however I know very very little about it, and where
I'm coming from about it is fear and irresponsibility, so
I won't broach the subject, Instead,how about following
a path with a heart? Not bad, old don Juana

We haven't connected, You've called, I8ve called,
you've called, and I've called, At least I don't reach
some jerk machine with emasculated voice telling you you've
reached Ralston-Purina, publishers of dog stories. You have
the wisdom and kindness to not possess one of those idiots,

After much worrying I finally write you because
I conclude that nothing was ever really altered, nothing
was ever really made better, and probably nothing was ever
really made worse by intelligence — I mean the gathering of
information about enemies’ strengths and intentions, I
really couldn°t care who read this, or who knew we were
in touch, or who used or tried to use you to get to me.
Staggering - by taking this leap all sorts of things fall
in my lap, First of all, this is a faulty premise: that
there are enemies, Second, that isn't what motivates my
writing you; there are no motivations,l There isn't one
thing which kicks one over the line, the brink; there may
or may not be single straws which break camels“ backs.
These things are cumulative, Even leaving the Sea Org is
the result of cumulative motivation, And dig that all of
what I say here is bullshit if it worth understanding or
believing. That could be the bottom line, as well, on the
understanding of Hubbard you're looking for, I think,
very painfully since my mind avoids logic at a certain
depth, that if Scientology had been a rung in a ladder,
or the ladder itself, which got you up to somewhere else,
it is an incredible gift, And perhaps it does that, but
in a very strange way, Inside, however, it is the ladder
or the rung which must be believed, which must be seen as
true, as scientific , provable facts, And that's all
that's wrong with it, And I must admit that even that may
not be wrong with it, It, by itself, or with anything else
is perfect, It achieved the results (I have to be carefule
about to whom I'm attributing cause in all this) of disbelief
and casting away of the ladder, The truth is I'm where
I'm at and the truth is I was very close to and very affected
by a very large number of Scientology/Hubbard particles for
a very significant period of my life, And the question of
"Source" comes up, which is an equally mind-wrenching, on-
off, plus-minus, infinity series;i Leave that one for a later
discourse from the sanitarium,
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My life is a marvelous roller coaster (oh, yes,
that's another lie ~ you know PTS, roller-coaster, etc,),
Each day I'm farther out on the edge, Everyone has his
own edge, I guess, What's a terror-producer for you, isn't
for me, and vice-versa, and so forth, Ideally I'd lime
life on the edge all the time, and I'd end up on the
receiving end of a high~powered rifle slug or some such,
Recurring pics you know, God it's wild that you write me,
The insiders have all given me up as devil spawn or some
such, Strange there is no bitterness, Yet I'm drivene
I become the destroyer, so sure I get that things must
change, This is the edge of responsibility, which road
to take in what yellow wood, which philosophy am I running
on at what time, what particles are creating what decision,
who began it, faith in what, if it's true I am only
committment then so what, Whamo, to get that it is the
asking of the question and not the answer, Ancient answer
to every koan must be something like, "Master, I'll
meditate on it",

I

What is L, Ron Hubbard really like, what's he
all about? Well, he is a fraud, He is a liar, He's many
other things, of course, as well, And does the person who
tells the truth become the Judas? Or is it all not one
bit as earth—shaking as that sounds? Does Hubbard free
people when they are free of him? Or are they only free
when they can continue to love the man inspdte of every
reason not to? The Scientologist tends to look for "why's",
for causes of thingsfi, I flip the other way, things are
or they aren't, There is no why, My premise invalidates
even the asking of the above questions, I think neither
premise is accurate, They are rungs or ladders, to be thrown
away once one has climed above them,

Just as an aside, things are not really all this
wild, This is just a literary experiment to a literary
mind, Actually I work in an attorney's office doing rather
hum-drum every day work. Jocelyn and I have bought our
first car since getting out of stir, We run, hit tennis
balls against walls, pitch frisbee, eat and sleep and generally
perform like any good tube, I read Vonnegut, and others,
and we go to movies, Garp, and others, We grow plants,
have people over to our place, sometimes go out for a meal,
have gone to the beach which is not far from where we life,
and we have a radio, Awfully normal life aside from the
madness, which is opposite from being out on the edge ~ that's
sanity,

‘ How db I see Hubbard? He's worth a Doctoral thesis,
He's a mold~breaker, Is there something that we're all
missing? Yes, And no, What's the real Ron Hubbard like?
(I think that's all your questions), I think we all know
the answer to that one, That's one we know for sure, There
finally ain't no doubt on that one, You, my friend, pulled
the String,' (In case you haven't studied Scn policy/tech,
" ll’ th t ' " ' t th' d t dl , It‘
like igfiingetfieriightliogg aiotfie iightaii%:),y S much
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I shall go to bed now and I shall think about you
and Hubbard before I sleep, I am very fortunate to have
known you both, I was always uncomfortable around you
because (no there ain't no because), And here I am writing
you, and you're one of very few who can accept this mundane
ecstacy,

Should the Scientologists ask, or if you desire
to convey a message, the message I have at this time for
them is "love people and feed the hungry". And I borrowedi
that:
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